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Who are we trying to make learn?







• Andragogy, rules of adult learning

• Blended-learning approach

• Exchange of project’s partners expierences

• „O finansach… w bibliotece” – „About

finance… in the library” – Polish project

dated back to 2012

Deep roots of the methodology



Have we missed any important 
information?

Write in the chat, 
please
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Elements of educational situation



Elements of educational situation

Sense of community

Adults are eager to learn in a group, but in a group that gives them a sense of 

community. They may have a common goal, common interests, place of 

residence, but also group relations, good atmosphere and trust. 



Elements of educational situation

Group acitivity

Activity allows to learn more effectively. Various activities are necessary, especially 

those that force contacts within the group - joint work, exchange of ideas, 

conclusions. Sometimes physical activity is also useful - not necessarily physical 

exercises, but even changing the place where a person sits. 



Elements of educational situation

Sense of security

Adults learn when they feel safe. When they know that they can "be themselves", 

speak honestly and openly, share their doubts, admit ignorance, be wrong. When 

they know that they are respected and their dignity is not threatened. Also 

remember about the physical aspects of security!



Elements of educational situation

Reward

People learn effectively when they know that they will receive a reward. It may be 

the implementation of an educational goal (I know more, I can do something new), 

but this is not the only option. The reward can be a nice, common time or 

awareness that the training will improve the participants' professional or private 

situation. Each person has some vision of their "reward" for learning.



Elements of educational situation
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Concrete
Experience

Reflective
Observation

Abstract
Conceptualization

Active 
Experimentation

Experiental Learning Model 



Participants immerse in 
some reality - sometimes 
dealing with a problem 
directly related to the subject 
of the training or completely 
abstract.

This stage is designed to 
"feel" the situation, do the 
task, take on a role, etc. 
Experience something and 
be able to build further 
education and develop on it.

Concrete
Experience



Various aspects of the experience may 
be observed:

• impressions or thoughts of particular 
people (e.g.: "How did you feel during 
the task? Was it pleasant for you or 
not?" or "Indicate which elements of 
the task were easy and which were 
difficult for you"),

• observation of the whole group -
„Make a list of the most important 
reasons why your group managed to 
succeed in this task?").

It is a moment to put in mind what 
happened during the experience, but 
also to learn the opinions of others on 
this topic - it can also be learning!

Reflective
Observation



The essence of this stage is
to:

• draw conclusions from 
experience and 
observation and "create 
a theory", or 

• supplement the earlier 
elements with a specific 
dose of knowledge.

It may be created/ provided
by a trainer or participants.

Abstract
Conceptualization



It is the last element of the Kolb 
series. A moment when you 
need to think how to apply the 
new knowledge/skills in practice. 

To think about application or just
to apply.

Right away, in the library or in 
"real life", outside of class.

The shortest description, the 
very important moment

Active 
Experimentation



What is your favourite part of learning? 

questionnaire



• reflective, authoritative

• systematically analyzes
and organizes subject
matter

• uses lectures and texts

• objective & results-
oriented

• sets performance 
objectives

• structures learning 
evaluations

• warm, affirming

• promotes „inside-
out” learning

• creates personal
relationships & 
dialogue

• applied, 
collaborative

• works one-on-one 
with learners

• provides feedback 
& development in 
context

Coach Facilitator

Subject
Expert

Standard 
Setter & 

Evaluator

Role of an educator according to Kolb cycle



• High-efficiency learning

• Saving time and money

• Attractive/innovative for 
users/participants

• Interactive and motivating

• Learning at one’s own pace

• ???

Blended-learning - upsides
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• e-learning course for librarians

providing financial education in 

libraries (5 modules)

• stationary training program 

improving training coaching skills 

(8 modules x 90 minuts)

• series of webinars: how to use the 

finlit.eu platform, what we propose

in the project, financial education

goals, benefits of the course for 

libraries and residents

Educator’s path



Online course - goals

• raising knowledge about adult

education

• expanding knowledge on how to 

create educational situations

• increasing knowledge about

learning styles and roles of 

educators

• increasing knowledge about tools

and techniques supporting adult

education



Online course - content









Educational goals of the training:

• to increase facilitation skills of educators,

• to refresh educators’ knowledge on adult 
education, method of group engaging and 
ethical aspects of the program,

• to familiarize educators with e-learning 
platform as a tool for educators.

Program: 

• Knowing your audience and its needs

• Commitment reaching and difficulties solving

• Questions and other communication tools

• E-learning platform – „onboarding”

Offline course - content
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FINLIT course modules 
– basic level

1. Financial planning and personal budget

2. The financial system

3. Credits and loans

4. Insurance

5. Consumer protection and security

6. Central bank



FINLIT course modules
– advanced level

1. Online banking

2. Online shopping

3. Secure finances on the internet

4. Savings and investment

5. Inheritance

6. Earning when retired



Photo: Municipality

Library in Morag, PolandWhat does a lesson look like?
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• They like talking, so

let them talk!

• Work in pairs, work in 

groups, ask them for 

anything – they will be 

happy, engaged and 

grateful.

Talking



• Ask them about their

past, experience, 

memories.

• They live on it and are

eager to share.

The past



• Let them celebrate

success

(even small one).

• Create opportunity to 

„win”

Success



• Do not forget about time.

• There is a real danger

that your lesson turns into

small talks session.

• Keep an eye on 

participants and have

them focused on the 

topic.

Time 
management



Questions and 

answers



Next webinar - on BigBlueButton platform

How to use the FINLIT

platform?

July 8, 2020, 1pm (CEST)

You are welcome! 



https://finlit.eu

Goodbye


